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Abstract

This paper considers the subject of straight-line target tracking for unmanned surface vehicles (USVs).
Target-tracking represents motion control scenarios where no information about the target behavior is
known in advance, i.e., the path that the target traverses is not defined apriori. Specifically, this work
presents the design of a motion control system which enables an underactuated USV to track a target that
moves in a straight line at high speed. The motion control system employs a guidance principle originally
developed for interceptor missiles, as well as a novel velocity controller inspired by maneuverability and
agility concepts found in fighter aircraft literature. The performance of the suggested design is illustrated
through full-scale USV experiments in the Trondheimsfjord.
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1 Introduction

Since a main pillar of the Norwegian economy is related
to oil and gas production, a principal research motiva-
tion concerns the commercial offshore market, where
unmanned vehicle technology is expected to play a key
role in future hydrocarbon exploration and exploita-
tion. Additional applications include surveillance of
territorial waters, protection of offshore installations,
support of oil and gas activities in Arctic regions, envi-
ronmental monitoring, and data collection operations
aiding marine harvest policies. The use of unmanned
vehicles can contribute to reduced personnel costs, im-
proved personnel safety, widened weather window of
operations, increased operational precision, and more
environmentally friendly activities.

When people hear about such vehicles today, they

mostly think about either unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs), or
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs). Little attention
has been paid to unmanned surface vehicles (USVs).
In fact, only last year did the US Navy release its first
USVMaster Plan (Navy, 2007), where a USV is defined
as a vehicle which displaces water at rest and operates
with near continuous contact with the water surface,
capable of unmanned operations with varying degrees
of autonomy.

However, USVs have actually been developed and
operated since World War II, but mostly as drone boats
for mine clearance and firing practice. It is only during
the last decade that they have been considered for more
advanced operations. A majority of the USVs currently
under development are found in the US, and the tech-
nology is mainly developed for naval purposes. In par-
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ticular, the only industrial-level USVs today are found
within the naval segment, mainly for intelligence, sur-
veillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) applications. Most
scientific USVs are just experimental platforms, and
no applications currently exist in the commercial mar-
ket. Details about the history, current status, and
possible future development of USVs can be found in
(Portmann et al., 2002), (Brown, 2004), (Hook, 2006),
(Caccia, 2006), (Corfield and Young, 2006), (Bertram,
2008), and (Withington, 2008).

As most other unmanned vehicles, USVs are typ-
ically envisioned for use in so-called dirty, dull, and
dangerous operations. USV technology harbors a great
potential for a number of qualities, including possibil-
ities for new vehicle designs and new concepts of op-
eration. Regarding vehicle designs, current USVs are
mostly small, boat-like vehicles that have been adapted
from manned vessels originally designed to accommo-
date human occupants. However, such limitations need
not apply to unmanned vehicles (Cooper et al., 2002),
which, e.g., can be designed as semi-submersibles for
improved stealth and platform stability.

Furthermore, given that USVs are typically small,
fast and highly maneuverable vehicles with a large
power-to-weight ratio, new motion control concepts
must be developed to take advantage of such prop-
erties. Traditionally, motion control systems have
been developed for fairly large vessels that are not
designed for both rapid and precise maneuvering, es-
pecially since they spend most of their time in tran-
sit through open waters. State-of-the-art solutions for
these typically small power-to-weight ratio vessels in-
clude course-keeping and course-changing autopilots
that provide them with the ability to carry out rela-
tively slow maneuvers (Fossen, 2002). Such autopilots
do not suffice for many USV purposes.

Moreover, USVs might cooperate with other un-
manned vehicles such as UAVs and UUVs to form
large heterogeneous communication and surveillance
networks that are able to provide unique situational
awareness capabilities. In fact, USVs are unique in the
sense that they are able to communicate with vehicles
both above and below the sea surface at the same time,
capable of acting as relays between underwater vehicles
and vehicles operating on land, in the air, or in space.
They can also be used to augment the capability of
manned surface vessels performing various survey tasks
by attaching themselves in purposeful geometric pat-
terns around the manned vessels in order to increase
their spatio-temporal survey capacity. Such formation
control applications require advanced motion control
systems with collision avoidance (CA) functionality. In
turn, CA functionality requires both sense and avoid
abilities, i.e., access to both global and local informa-

Figure 1: One example of an industrial-level USV is
the remotely controlled Protector, developed
by Rafael of Israel. This vehicle is a 9
 long rigid-hulled inflatable boat equipped
with water jet propulsion that enables oper-
ations of up to 20  (i.e., approximately
40 ).

tion about the environment, as well as superior maneu-
verability through powerful actuators. Collision avoid-
ance systems for USVs are reported by Benjamin et al.
(2006), Larson et al. (2007), and Loe (2008).
In any case, the future prosperity of USV applica-

tions depends on the development of a legal framework
that renders possible unmanned operations in tradi-
tionally manned areas. Operational possibilities within
the current framework of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) are reported in (Gibbons and Wil-
son, 2008), while future inspiration can be sought from
ongoing work that is performed in the US regarding
UAVs (DeGarmo and Nelson, 2006).
The main contribution of this paper is the develop-

ment of a motion control system which facilitates high-
speed target tracking for underactuated USVs. Specif-
ically, the suggested motion control system consists of
two main subsystems, i.e., a guidance system and a ve-
locity control system. The guidance system employs a
missile technique known as constant bearing guidance
to calculate a desired velocity which enables the USV
to track a moving target, while the velocity control
system consists of speed and steering controllers that
make the actual USV velocity adhere to the desired
velocity commanded by the guidance system. The re-
sult is a simple yet advanced motion control system
which requires a minimum of system identification and
tuning tests to be carried out. Full-scale experiments
involving an underactuated USV and a target moving
in a straight line at high speed are used to illustrate the
performance of the proposed motion control scheme.
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2 Motion Control Fundamentals

This section introduces some fundamental motion con-
trol concepts, including operating spaces, vehicle actu-
ation properties, motion control scenarios, as well as
the motion control hierarchy. The material is adapted
from (Breivik and Fossen, 2008).

2.1 Operating Spaces

To enable purposeful definitions of motion control sce-
narios it is necessary to distinguish between different
operating spaces. In this regard, the two most fun-
damental operating spaces are the work space and the
configuration space. The work space is also known as
the operational space (Sciavicco and Siciliano, 2002),
and represents the physical space in which a vehicle
moves. On the other hand, the configuration space,
also known as the joint space (Sciavicco and Siciliano,
2002), is constituted by the set of variables sufficient
to specify all points of a rigid-body vehicle in the work
space (LaValle, 2006). Each configuration variable is
called a degree of freedom (DOF).

2.2 Vehicle Actuation Properties

The type, amount, and distribution of vehicle thrust
devices and control surfaces, hereafter commonly re-
ferred to as actuators, determine the actuation prop-
erties of a vehicle. We mainly distinguish between two
qualitatively different actuation properties, namely full
actuation and underactuation. A fully actuated vehi-
cle is able to independently control the motion of all
its DOFs simultaneously, while an underactuated vehi-
cle is not. Thus, an underactuated vehicle is generally
unable to achieve arbitrary tasks in its configuration
space. However, it will be able to achieve tasks in the
work space as long as it can freely project its main
thrust in this space, e.g., through a combination of
thrust and attitude control. In fact, this principle is
the mode by which most vehicles that move through a
fluid operate, from missiles to ships. Even if these ve-
hicles had the ability to roam the work space with an
arbitrary attitude, they would usually expend an un-
necessary amount of energy by doing so. In practice,
most vehicles are underactuated in their configuration
space at high speeds, and are forced to maneuver in an
energy-efficient manner. Ships are typically underactu-
ated above 15−2 (3−4 ) since the actuators
that facilitate full actuation are ineffective above such
speeds (Kongsberg Maritime, 2006).

2.3 Motion Control Scenarios

In the traditional control literature, motion control
scenarios are typically divided into the following cate-
gories: point stabilization, trajectory tracking, and path
following. More recently, the concept of maneuver-
ing has been added to the fold as a means to bridge
the gap between trajectory tracking and path follow-
ing (Skjetne et al., 2004a). These scenarios are of-
ten defined by motion control objectives that are given
as configuration-space tasks, which are best suited for
fully actuated vehicles. Also, the scenarios typically
involve desired motion that has been defined apriori in
some sense. Little seems to be reported about tracking
of target points for which only instantaneous motion
information is available. However, in (Breivik and Fos-
sen, 2008), both apriori and non-apriori scenarios are
considered, and all the motion control objectives are
given as work-space tasks. Thus, the scenarios cover
more broadly, and are also suited for underactuated
vehicles. Specifically, these scenarios encompass:

� Target tracking : The control objective is to track
the motion of a target that is either stationary
(similar to point stabilization) or that moves such
that only its instantaneous motion is known, i.e.,
such that no information about the future target
motion is available. Thus, in this case it is im-
possible to separate the spatio-temporal constraint
associated with the target into two separate con-
straints.

� Path following : The control objective is to follow a
predefined path, which only involves a spatial con-
straint. No restrictions are placed on the temporal
propagation along the path.

� Path tracking : The control objective is to track a
target that moves along a predefined path (similar
to trajectory tracking). Consequently, it is possi-
ble to separate the target-related spatio-temporal
constraint into two separate constraints. Still,
this scenario can be viewed as a target-tracking
scenario and handled with target-tracking meth-
ods, thus disregarding any apriori path informa-
tion that is available.

� Path maneuvering : The control objective is to
employ knowledge about vehicle maneuverability
constraints to feasibly negotiate (or optimize the
negotiation of) a predefined path. Path maneuver-
ing thus represents a subset of path following, but
is less constrained than path tracking since spatial
constraints always take precedence over temporal
constraints. Path-maneuvering methods can also
be used to handle path-tracking scenarios.
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Figure 2: The motion control hierarchy of a marine surface vessel nominally consists of strategic, tactical, and
execution levels of control. Additional levels are required to achieve full autonomy.

The work in this paper is concerned with the target-
tracking scenario. Specifically, the motion control ob-
jective is to track a target which moves at high speed,
and for which no future motion information is available.
The only accessible target information is its instanta-
neous position and velocity.

2.4 Motion Control Hierarchy

The purpose of a motion control system is to enable
a vehicle to fulfill its assigned motion control objec-
tive, and can be conceptualized to involve at least three
control levels in a hierarchical structure. Figure 2 illus-
trates the typical components of a marine motion con-
trol system, encompassing strategic, tactical, and exe-
cution levels of control (Valavanis et al., 1997). All the
involved building blocks represent autonomy-enabling
technology, but more instrumentation and additional
control levels are required to attain full autonomy.

At the top, we find the strategic control level. Also
termed the kinematic control level, it is responsible
for prescribing vehicle velocity commands needed to
achieve motion control objectives in the work space.
Thus, in this paper, kinematic control is equivalent to
work-space control, and kinematic controllers are re-
ferred to as guidance laws. This level purely considers

the geometric aspects of motion, without reference to
the forces and moments that generate such motion.

Next, the tactical level encompass kinetic controllers,
which do consider how forces and moments generate ve-
hicle motion. These controllers are typically designed
by model-based methods, and must handle both para-
metric model uncertainties and environmental distur-
bances. For underactuated vehicles, they must actively
employ the vehicle attitude as a means to achieve the
velocities prescribed by the guidance module. The in-
termediate control level also contains a control alloca-
tion block which distributes the kinetic control com-
mands among the various vehicle actuators.

At the bottom, the individual actuator controllers
constitute the execution level, ensuring that the actu-
ators behave as requested by the intermediate control
module, and ultimately that the vehicle moves as pre-
scribed by the guidance laws.

This paper focuses on the strategic and tactical con-
trol levels, and proposes corresponding guidance and
velocity control systems that enable an underactuated
USV to fulfill a target-tracking motion control objec-
tive. Note that having well-functioning tactical- and
execution-level controllers, strategic-level controllers
can be exchanged in a modular manner to achieve dif-
ferent motion control objectives.
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3 Motion Control System Design

Only a handful of papers currently deal with mo-
tion control system design for USVs. These include
(Ebken et al., 2005), where motion control technol-
ogy originally developed for UGVs is used to rapidly
achieve basic motion control functionality for USVs,
including modes for remote control and waypoint nav-
igation; (Majohr and Buch, 2006), which details the
development of a small USV intended to carry out
high-precision survey operations in shallow waters, em-
ploying a steering controller based on traditional au-
topilot design methods; (Doucy and Ghozlan, 2008),
where qualitative descriptions of advanced motion con-
trol capabilities for USVs are given, including dy-
namic positioning, wave management, obstacle avoid-
ance, and fleet control; (Caccia et al., 2008a), which
shows how conventional motion control techniques can
be applied to make a small USV equipped with only
a GPS antenna and a compass perform auto-heading,
auto-speed, and straight-line path-following tasks; and
(Naeem et al., 2008), where an LQG-based autopilot is
proposed for a USV intended for environmental mon-
itoring and pollutant tracking. Common features of
these works are that they employ traditional control
techniques and mostly consider low-speed operations
in calm water.
So far, no results seem to have been reported on high-

speed target-tracking for underactuated vessels. Pre-
cision control for target-tracking scenarios is currently
achieved by dynamic positioning systems that require
fully actuated vessels and thus concerns low speeds
(Sørensen et al., 2001). As an attempt to improve this
situation, the development of a novel motion control
system for an underactuated USV whose assignment is
to track a high-speed target is detailed in the following.
The proposed design combines a well-known guidance
technique with a novel velocity control system consist-
ing of surge speed and yaw rate controllers. Litera-
ture on missile guidance, fighter aircraft, and marine
vehicles has inspired the approach, which inherently
takes saturation limits in the actuator system into ac-
count. The suggested design is illustrated for a small
planing monohull made from aluminum designated the
Kaasbøll USV, which was the first test platform of the
Trondheim-based company Maritime Robotics.

3.1 Guidance System

Guidance represents a fundamental methodology which
transcends specific vehicle applications (Draper, 1971),
and is concerned with the transient motion behavior re-
lated to the achievement of motion control objectives
(Shneydor, 1998). For this reason, guidance laws are
typically stated at a kinematic level, only considering

the fundamental geometric aspects of the scenarios of
interest. In what follows, three missile guidance tech-
niques applicable to target-tracking scenarios are pre-
sented, and the material is adapted from (Breivik and
Fossen, 2008).

Representing a kinematic vehicle by its planar po-
sition p() , [() ()]

> ∈ R
2 and velocity v() ,

dp()d , ṗ() ∈ R2, stated relative to some station-
ary reference frame, and denoting the position of the
target by pt() , [t() t()]

> ∈ R2, the control ob-
jective of a target-tracking scenario can be stated as

lim
→∞

(pt()− p()) = 0, (1)

where pt() is either stationary or moving by a (non-
zero and bounded) velocity vt() , ṗt() ∈ R2.
Also, let the speed of the kinematic vehicle be de-

noted () , |v()| ,
p

̇()2 + ̇()2 ≥ 0, while the

course angle is denoted () , atan2 (̇() ̇()) ∈ S ,
[− ], where atan2 ( ) is the four-quadrant version
of arctan () ∈ h−2 2i. Correspondingly, the
speed and course of the target are denoted t() and
t(), where t() ∈ h0∞i.
Concerning tracking of moving targets, the missile

guidance community commonly refers to the object
that is supposed to destroy another object as either
a missile, an interceptor, or a pursuer. Conversely,
the threatened object is typically called a target or
an evader. In the following, the neutral designations
interceptor and target will be used when presenting 3
fundamental guidance strategies, namely line of sight,
pure pursuit, and constant bearing. These guidance
strategies are referred to as the classical guidance laws,
and the associated geometric principles are illustrated
in Figure 3.

3.1.1 Line of Sight Guidance

Line of sight (LOS) guidance is classified as a three-
point guidance scheme since it involves a (typically
stationary) reference point in addition to the intercep-
tor and the target. The LOS denotation stems from
the fact that the interceptor is supposed to achieve an
intercept by constraining its motion along the line of
sight between the reference point and the target. LOS
guidance has typically been employed for surface-to-air
missiles, often mechanized by a ground station which
illuminates the target with a beam that the guided
missile is supposed to ride, also known as beam-rider
guidance. The LOS guidance principle is illustrated
in Figure 3, where the associated velocity command
is represented by a vector pointing to the left of the
target.
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Figure 3: The interceptor velocity commands associ-
ated with the classical guidance principles
line of sight (LOS), pure pursuit (PP), and
constant bearing (CB).

3.1.2 Pure Pursuit Guidance

Pure pursuit (PP) guidance belongs to the two-point
guidance schemes, where only the interceptor and the
target are considered in the engagement geometry.
Simply put, the interceptor is supposed to align its
velocity along the line of sight between the interceptor
and the target. This strategy is equivalent to a preda-
tor chasing a prey in the animal world, and very often
results in a tail chase. PP guidance has typically been
employed for air-to-surface missiles. The PP guidance
principle is represented in Figure 3 by a vector pointing
directly at the target.

3.1.3 Constant Bearing Guidance

Constant bearing (CB) guidance is also a two-point
guidance scheme, with the same engagement geometry
as PP guidance. However, in a CB engagement the in-
terceptor is supposed to align the relative interceptor-
target velocity along the line of sight between the in-
terceptor and the target. This goal is equivalent to
reducing the LOS rotation rate to zero such that the
interceptor perceives the target at a constant bearing,
closing in on a direct collision course. CB guidance is
often referred to as parallel navigation, and has typi-
cally been employed for air-to-air missiles. Also, the
CB rule has been used for centuries by mariners to
avoid collisions at sea; steering away from a situation
where another vessel approaches at a constant bearing.
Thus, guidance principles can just as well be applied to
avoid collisions as to achieve them. The CB guidance
principle is indicated in Figure 3 by a vector pointing

to the right of the target.
The most common method of implementing CB

guidance is to make the rotation rate of the intercep-
tor velocity directly proportional to the rotation rate of
the interceptor-target LOS, which is widely known as
proportional navigation (PN). However, CB guidance
can also be implemented through the direct velocity
assignment

v() = vt() + va(), (2)

where va() is the velocity with which the interceptor
approaches the target, for example chosen as

va() = ()
p̃()

|p̃()|
(3)

since CB guidance is considered. Here,

p̃() , pt()− p() (4)

is the interceptor-target line-of-sight vector, |p̃()| =p
p̃()>p̃() ≥ 0 is the Euclidean length of this vector,

and ()  0 can be chosen as

() = amax()
|p̃()|

q
p̃()>p̃() +42

p̃

, (5)

where amax()  0 specifies the maximum approach
speed toward the target, and 4p̃  0 influences the
transient interceptor-target behavior. This particular
implementation of CB guidance seems to first have
been suggested in (Breivik et al., 2006), and later also
used in (Breivik and Fossen, 2007).
The direct velocity assignment (2) means that in

addition to assigning the target speed, which nulli-
fies the relative velocity flow between the interceptor
and the target, a relative approach velocity is assigned
along the interceptor-target line-of-sight vector to en-
sure a smooth rendezvous, bounded by the maximum
approach speed of amax() for large |p̃()| relative to
4p̃. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4, where it
can also be seen that CB guidance becomes equal to
PP guidance for a stationary target, i.e., the basic dif-
ference between the two guidance schemes is whether
the target velocity is used as a kinematic feedforward
or not. This difference is vital for underactuated vehi-
cles, which cannot change the direction of their velocity
faster than they can turn.
For our application, we only consider moving targets,

i.e., targets with positive speed t() ≥ tmin  0.
Thus, we choose to employ constant bearing guidance,
implemented through (2) with (3) and (5), such that

v() = vt() + amax()
p̃()

q
p̃()>p̃() +42

p̃

, (6)
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Figure 4: The direct velocity assignment associated
with CB guidance.

which means that the target will be pursued at a
maximum speed of t()+amax(), which ramps down
to t() when the interceptor-target distance decreases
below 4p̃ toward zero and rendezvous. In this regard,
the choice of4p̃ becomes essential since this parameter
explicitly shapes the speed transition between pursuit
and rendezvous. For example, too small a value might
give too sharp a transition. Figure 5 illustrates the as-
sociated speed assignment as a function of interceptor-
target distance for movement purely along the x-axis.
This guidance strategy is well suited for underac-

tuated vehicles since an overshoot in position merely
reduces the commanded speed below t() instead of
commanding an instantaneous 180 degree turn in the
velocity, as would be the case for the pure pursuit strat-
egy. Since the minimum commanded speed is equal to
t()−amax(), we must choose amax()  t() to
ensure steerability through forward motion at all times.
Specifically, a suitable choice could be

amax() = t(),   1 (7)

assuming that the interceptor has a speed advan-
tage over the target, i.e., such that max  t() +
amax() = (1 + )t() at all times.
Finally, note that for a real vehicle, the velocity

(6) cannot be assigned directly and achieved instanta-
neously, but rather represents a desired velocity vd()
which the vehicle must attain through the use of a ve-
locity control system, whose design is the topic of the
next section.

3.2 Velocity Control System

This section details the development of a velocity con-
trol system that enables an underactuated USV to
achieve the velocity command (6) required to attain the
target-tracking motion control objective (1). Hence,

Figure 5: Interceptor speed assignment for movement
along the x-axis.

denoting the velocity error as

ṽ() , vd()− v(), (8)

where vd() is equal to (6) and v() is the actual USV
velocity, the velocity control objective becomes

lim
→∞

ṽ() = 0. (9)

In particular, since we consider underactuated USVs,
the velocity controller is decomposed into a surge speed
controller and a yaw rate controller in a polar coordi-
nate fashion. The design is illustrated for a vehicle
named the Kaasbøll USV, and the principal goal is to
develop a simple yet advanced velocity control system
which requires a minimum of system identification and
tuning tests to be carried out.

3.2.1 The Kaasbøll USV

The USV that was used as a test platform for the ex-
periments reported in this paper is a modified Kaasbøll
19 boat, which is a 575  (19 ) planing mono-
hull made of aluminum produced by Kaasbøll Boats
from Hitra near Trondheim, Norway. A width of 212
 ensures sufficient space for two people manning the
center console of the boat during sea trials. The USV
is equipped with an off-the-shelf Evinrude 50 E-Tec
outboard engine providing 50 , which gives it a top
speed of about 10  (approximately 20 ) in
calm water with two people aboard. This propulsion
solution corresponds to a propeller and rudder actua-
tor setup, which means that the USV is unactuated in
sway. The navigation system relies on a Seapath 20
NAV solution made by Kongsberg Seatex, which re-
places several vessel instruments with a single naviga-
tion package that outputs position, heading, velocity,
and rate of turn (Kongsberg Seatex, 2006). The USV
is also equipped with an onboard computer (OBC)
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Figure 6: The Kaasbøll USV operating in the Trondheimsfjord.

that provides a rapid prototyping environment with
Matlab/Simulink-compliant software. Execution-level
proportional controllers ensure that the E-Tec engine
responds effectively to throttle commands in the re-
gion  c ∈ [−100% 100%] and rudder commands in
the region c ∈ [−02618  02618 ]. The fully
equipped USV is shown in Figure 6. Due to safety
considerations and requirements from the port author-
ities in Trondheim, all motion control experiments in
the Trondheimsfjord are performed with at least two
persons aboard the USV.

3.2.2 Modeling Considerations

The availability of mathematical models of marine ves-
sels are essential for both control design and simu-
lation study purposes. A standard 3 DOF dynamic
model, representing the horizontal surge, sway, and
yaw modes, can be found in (Fossen, 2002), and con-
sists of the kinematics

η̇ = R()ν, (10)

and the kinetics

Mν̇ +C(ν)ν +D(ν)ν = τ +R()>b, (11)

where η , [  ]
> ∈ R2×S represents the earth-fixed

pose (i.e., position and heading); ν , [  ]> ∈ R3
represents the vessel-fixed velocity; R() ∈ (3) is
the transformation matrix

R() ,

⎡
⎣
cos − sin 0
sin cos 0
0 0 1

⎤
⎦ (12)

that transforms from the vessel-fixed frame to the
earth-fixed frame; M is the inertia matrix; C(ν) is

the centrifugal and coriolis matrix; while D(ν) is the
hydrodynamic damping matrix. The system matrices
satisfy the properties M = M>  0, C = −C> and
D  0. The vessel-fixed propulsion forces and moment
is represented by τ , while b represents low-frequency,
earth-fixed environmental disturbances. Details con-
cerning this model can also be found in (Skjetne et al.,
2004b) and (Fossen, 2005).
Most papers considering nonlinear motion control

for underactuated marine surface vessels typically use
some variant of the model (10)-(11), and assume that
the model parameters are either perfectly known or
known with only a small degree of uncertainty, see,
e.g., (Breivik and Fossen, 2004), (Børhaug and Pet-
tersen, 2005), (Do and Pan, 2006), (Fredriksen and
Pettersen, 2006), and (Aguiar and Hespanha, 2007).
In practice, it can be quite hard to obtain the para-
meter values required to populate (11), especially with
regard to the hydrodynamic damping matrix. Further-
more, the model is only valid for displacement vessels
that operate in a certain part of the speed regime, and
does not hold for semi-displacement or planing vessels
operating at a large Froude number. This number is a
dimensionless parameter defined as

 ,
√

, (13)

where  is the vessel speed,  is the submerged vessel
length, and  is the acceleration of gravity (Faltinsen,
2005). According to Fossen (2005), the stated 3 DOF
model is only valid for  ≤ 03, which corresponds
to a speed of only 225  for the USV under consid-
eration. However, such a vehicle can operate at much
larger Froude numbers, even into the planing region,
which is defined for  ≥ 10− 12.
A notable exception to the conventional model-based
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Figure 7: The main axes of speed, sea state, and loading constituting the vessel operational condition (VOC)
space. Adapted from (Perez et al., 2006).

approach is reported in (Caccia et al., 2008b), where
a more control-oriented scheme is suggested. Likewise,
we do not use the kinetic model (11) in our design,
but employ a more straightforward approach inspired
by concepts from literature on fighter aircraft. This
scheme is detailed in the following.

3.2.3 Maneuverability and Agility

The terms maneuverability and agility are defined in
several different ways in literature on fighter aircraft
(Paranjape and Ananthkrishnan, 2006), where they are
essential for describing close-combat fighting abilities.
Similarly, we want to employ such concepts when devel-
oping velocity control systems for high-powered USVs.
In particular, we choose to subscribe to the definitions
used by Beck and Cord (1995), where maneuver per-
formance is defined as a measure of steady maneuver
capability and agility is defined as a measure of the
ability to transition between steady maneuvers. Con-
sequently, the relevant maneuver states of a surface
vehicle include the surge speed , the sway speed ,
and the yaw rate . These variables determine how
fast the vessel can move on the sea surface, i.e., tra-
verse the pose space. The agility of a vessel then de-
scribes how fast it can transition between its maneuver
states. Various tests can be carried out to determine
the maneuverability and agility of a vehicle, and in the
following such tests and their results are reported for
the Kaasbøll USV.

Maneuverability Tests Several factors determine the
maneuverability of a vehicle, but the most important
one for control purposes is the relationship between
the actuator inputs and the maneuver states. All ac-
tuators are ultimately controlled by either a voltage
or a current signal, such that their capacity can be
conveniently represented in the range [−100% 100%]
(when abstracting away the actual signal range), where
100% represents maximum input. For a vehicle whose
actuator setup corresponds to that of having a stern-
mounted propeller and rudder, tests can be carried out
in which the control signal for both actuators are ap-
plied in steps to cover their entire signal range while
simultaneously recording the steady response of the
maneuver states. Then, by using, e.g., least-squares
curve fitting to the obtained data sets, analytic rela-
tionships between the control inputs and the maneu-
ver states can be achieved. The result will ultimately
constitute a 5-dimensional surface - a maneuver map
- in the combined input (propeller, rudder) and out-
put (surge, sway, and yaw speeds) space, which is the
input-output surface that the vessel nominally will be
able to traverse.

Furthermore, the tests should be carried out in
ideal conditions, i.e., for minimal environmental dis-
turbances (such as wind, waves, and currents) and for
nominal loading conditions. The results can then be
used to design a feedforward controller that will be
able to achieve any allowable set of speeds by simply
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allocating the required control inputs derived from the
maneuver map. Feedback terms must also be added
to take care of any discrepancies between the nominal
maneuver map and the actual situation, resulting, e.g.,
from changing environmental conditions or off-nominal
loading conditions. Hence, the feedforward terms han-
dle operations in the nominal part of the vessel op-
erational condition (VOC) space, while the feedback
terms enlarge this operational area by adding robust-
ness against modeling errors, parametric uncertainties,
and disturbances. See Figure 7 for an illustration of
the main axes in the VOC space.

Since we only consider straight-line target-tracking
scenarios, it is not necessary to derive a maneuver map
which includes the rudder input and the sway and yaw
outputs. Hence, we only consider the relationship be-
tween the throttle input and the surge output. Ac-
cordingly, the USV maneuverability tests consisted of
applying throttle inputs from 0% to 100% in steps of
10% for zero rudder, and recording the corresponding
steady-state surge speeds. Negative throttle was not
considered relevant.

The tests showed that a throttle input of less than
40% was barely recognizable on the surge speed out-
put, which means that the range 0 − 40% in practice
constitutes a dead band. Also, for throttle above 80%,
the USV transitioned from the displacement region into
the semi-displacement and planing regions, where it is
much harder to achieve precision control of the speed.
Consequently, we only consider operation within the
throttle region 40 − 80%, which corresponds to surge
speeds of 16− 48 . Then, by declaring that 30%
throttle corresponds to zero surge speed, and by using
the steady-state output (surge speed) data vector

u = [0 16 23 32 39 48]
>

(14)

with the corresponding scaled input (throttle) data
vector

σ = [0 02 04 06 08 1]
>
, (15)

the following analytical relationship was obtained
through least-squares curve fitting against a third order
polynomial

() = −000783+007202+00428−00017, (16)

which is valid for zero rudder and positive surge speeds.
Figure 8 illustrates the maneuver map encapsulated
by (16), and shows its correspondence with the data
from (14) and (15). As can be seen, this input-output
relationship comes close to being linear for high speeds,
which is due to the fact that the nonlinear effects of
the throttle input mainly competes with the nonlinear
effects of the hydrodynamic damping at such speeds.

Figure 8: The maneuver map obtained through steady-
state USV experiments.

Also, note that the relationship between () ∈ [0 1]
and the actual throttle (()) is equal to

(()) = 100 (05() + 03) (17)

since () = 0 corresponds to 30% throttle and () =
1 corresponds to 80% throttle. Thus, (16) and (17) tells
us that if a surge speed of 32  is desired, a throttle
of 60% must be applied. For control design purposes,
any desired surge speed value that is within the speed
range of the maneuver map nominally constitutes a
feasible value.

Agility Test One way to determine the maximum
agility of a vehicle is to record the response of the ma-
neuver states to steps in the control inputs from 0% to
100%. Such step response analysis determines how fast
the vehicle is able to move in the maneuver space. For
our vehicle, the agility test was performed as a step in
the throttle for zero rudder, which resulted in a surge
speed response as shown in the top part of Figure 9.
The figure shows two distinct regions of behavior, i.e.,
one region where the speed climbs fast to 5  (dis-
placement region) and another where it increases more
slowly up toward 10  (semi-displacement to plan-
ing regions). As already mentioned, it was decided to
just consider speeds below 5  (10 ) since it
is very difficult to precision control the vehicle speed
outside the displacement region without installing ad-
ditional control surfaces. Hence, the maximum USV
speed max was set to 5 .

The bottom part of Figure 9 shows the surge speed
response in the displacement region together with an
approximation. This approximation is not achieved by
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Figure 9: Top: Complete surge speed step response.
Bottom: Actual and approximated displace-
ment region responses.

using a low-pass filter with a time constant, as is com-
mon when approximating step responses, but rather
as a sigmoid-like tanh function with a dynamic input
state, i.e., as

() = 4u tanh

µ
()

4u

¶
, (18)

where ̇() = () with (0) = 4u tanh
−1
³
(0)
4u

´
, and

4u  0 is a scaling variable that renders the tanh func-
tion magnitude-invariant, as opposed to a low-pass fil-
ter implementation, which is not magnitude-invariant.
The variable () thus represents an agility parame-
ter indicating how fast transitions can be made be-
tween maneuver states, and the specific value of ()
obtained through a step-response test involving zero
to maximum control input then represents the max-
imum attainable agility max, i.e., () ∈ h0 max].
This maximum value embeds information about all the
dynamic phenomena occurring between the actuator
control input and the navigation system output (e.g.,
motor dynamics, actuator dynamics, vessel-ocean dy-
namics, sensor dynamics, etc.) without the need for
detailed modeling of these intermediate dynamic sys-
tems. Specifically, the maximum agility parameter cor-
responding to Figure 9 was found to be max = 07,
while 4u = 5 equals the considered speed range. For
control design purposes, any speed reference signal cor-
responding to an () below max nominally consti-
tutes a feasible signal rate-wise.

Figure 10: A polar coordinate decomposition of the ve-
locity error ṽ() into a speed error ̃ and a
course error ̃.

3.2.4 Surge Speed Controller

Since we are dealing with an underactuated USV, the
sway speed () cannot be directly controlled. Conse-
quently, the desired velocity commanded by the guid-
ance system must be divided between surge speed and
yaw rate controllers in a polar coordinate fashion. Such
a scheme means that the surge speed controller be-
comes responsible for controlling the size of the USV
velocity v() while the yaw rate controller is responsible
for controlling the direction of the velocity, see Figure
10. Note that the desired velocity vd() in this figure
corresponds to the assigned velocity v() in Figure 4.
Denoting the speed (velocity size) error as

̃() , d()− (), (19)

where d() , |vd()| with vd() as in (6), the objective
of the speed control becomes

lim
→∞

̃() = 0, (20)

which we need to rewrite in terms of a corresponding
control objective for the surge speed. Since () =
|v()| =

p
()2 + ()2 and (20) states that our goal

is to have ()→ d(), we get that
p

()2 + ()2 →
d() or equivalently that () →

p
d()2 − ()2.

Hence, we define a desired surge speed as

d() ,
p

d()2 − ()2, (21)

which is valid when assuming d() ≥ |()| at all
times. This assumption is highly realistic since in prac-
tice |()| is just a small fraction of () for straight-line
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motion at high speeds. Then denoting the surge speed
error as

̃() , d()− () (22)

with d() as in (21), the objective of the surge speed
controller becomes

lim
→∞

̃() = 0, (23)

which together with an appropriate control objective
for the yaw rate controller will enable the fulfillment of
the target-tracking control objective (1).
However, the surge speed controller should not use

d() directly as a reference signal. To ensure both
static and dynamic feasibility in the computation of
such a reference, information obtained from the ma-
neuverability and agility tests can be employed in the
following way:

1. The reference must always be constrained within
the range of the maneuver map since it is not phys-
ically possible to track a speed that is larger than
max, which is the speed that corresponds to a
maximum throttle input.

2. The reference must not change faster than what
conforms to the maximum agility parameter max.

Consequently, when supplied a desired speed d() ≤
max, corresponding to d() ≤ max when adjust-
ing for the sway speed, a feasible reference both
magnitude- and rate-wise can be computed by

r() = max tanh

µ
r()

max

¶
, (24)

where max represents the maximum attainable surge
speed, and the dynamics of r() is given by

̇r() = () tanh

µ
p̃̃()

()

¶
, (25)

where () ∈ h0 max], p̃  0, ̃() , d() − r()
where

d() = max tanh
−1
µ
d()

max

¶
(26)

corresponds to the desired surge speed d(), and with

r(0) = max tanh
−1
µ

(0)

max

¶
(27)

accounting for the initial surge speed (0). Thus, r()
functions as a feasibility filter between () and d(),
starting in (0) and tracking d() constrained by
() ≤ max. This filter is structurally identical with
(18) and ensures feasible operation at all times by rely-
ing on recorded maneuverability and agility data em-
bedded in max and max. Specifically, while (24) en-
sures maneuverability compliance, (25) ensures agility

compliance. It is then the responsibility of the veloc-
ity control system to make () track r() such that
(23) is fulfilled for a feasible d(). However, if d()
is infeasible somehow (either statically, dynamically, or
both), it cannot be tracked in any case.
Having obtained the maneuver map constituted by

Figure 8, a feasible reference speed r() can ideally
be gained simply by commanding the throttle input
corresponding to (r()), which is a pure feedforward
control assignment. Naturally, such an assignment can
only result in satisfactory performance for conditions
similar to those for which the maneuver tests were per-
formed. Consequently, feedback must also be added
as part of the control strategy in order to achieve ro-
bustness against curve-fitting errors, off-nominal condi-
tions, and disturbances. Hence, consider the following
surge speed controller

(r() ̄()) = (r()) + pū̄() + iū

Z 

0

̄()d ,

(28)
where

̄() , r()− () (29)

with r() as in (24) and pū  iū  0. This con-
troller thus consists of a feedforward term based on the
maneuver map (16) and a PI feedback control term for
robust and tight surge speed control. The correspond-
ing throttle command becomes

 c(r() ̄()) = 100 (05(r() ̄()) + 03) , (30)

which help ensure that

lim
→∞

̄() = 0, (31)

and thus that the surge speed control objective (23)
can be feasibly fulfilled.

3.2.5 Yaw Rate Controller

As previously mentioned, the role of the yaw rate con-
troller is to make the direction of the USV velocity
match the direction of the desired velocity commanded
by the guidance system. Thus, denoting the course (ve-
locity direction) error as

̃() , d()− () (32)

where d() , atan2 (̇d() ̇d()) represents the de-
sired course angle associated with vd() and () =
atan2 (̇() ̇()) represents the actual USV course an-
gle, the objective of the course control becomes

lim
→∞

̃() = 0, (33)

which together with the control objective for the surge
speed controller (23) enables the fulfillment of the
target-tracking control objective (1).
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However, we do not calculate ̃() according to
(32) by using the explicit course angles. To avoid
possible wraparound problems associated with such
a method, ̃() can be calculated directly by em-
ploying cross- and inner-product information about
the velocities vd() and v(). Specifically, we can
extract sin(̃()) information from the cross product
v() × vd() and cos(̃()) information from the inner
product v()>vd() for use in the direct calculation

̃() = atan2 (sin(̃()) cos(̃())) , (34)

see Figure 10. This method of deriving ̃() is un-
orthodox and does not seem to have been reported in
the marine literature before.
Since the considered target-tracking scenario only in-

volves straight-line motion, the yaw rate controller does
not require any feedforward terms, and thus no corre-
sponding maneuverability and agility tests need to be
performed. Consequently, the commanded rudder an-
gle input can simply be chosen as the pure PI feedback
controller

c(̃()) = p̃r̃() + ĩr

Z 

0

̃()d (35)

with p̃r  ĩr  0 and

̃() , d()− (), (36)

where

d() = amax tanh

µ
p̃̃()

amax

¶
(37)

is employed as the desired yaw rate, with amax rep-
resenting the maximum yaw rate at which () is al-
lowed to approach d(), and p̃  0 shaping this ap-
proach. Hence, (37) ensures that () will rendezvous
with d() in a controlled manner, while the smooth-
ness of the approach depends on p̃. Figure 11 shows
how the desired yaw rate varies as a function of this
gain, i.e., a large value results in a steep approach and
vice versa.
Far from a traditional autopilot, the suggested yaw

rate controller employs no explicit information about
the USV heading angle (), and controls ̃() in a
cascaded manner through inner loop control of ̃().

3.3 Total Motion Control System

Summarizing the guidance and velocity control system
development, we arrive at Figure 12. This figure illus-
trates the total motion control system resulting from
the proposed designs of the previous sections. As can
be seen, this paper contributes at the strategic and tac-
tical levels of control, ultimately issuing throttle and
rudder commands for the execution-level proportional

Figure 11: Profile of desired yaw rate as a function of
course error for varying p̃.

controllers governing the USV outboard engine. The
developed motion control system enables underactu-
ated USVs to track high-speed targets, especially those
moving in a straight line. Its potential is illustrated
through full-scale experiments in the next section.

4 Full-Scale Experimental Results

On Friday 1 August 2008, full-scale experiments were
carried out in the Trondheimsfjord where the Kaasbøll
USV was supposed to track the position of a virtual tar-
get travelling in a straight line at high speed. The en-
vironmental conditions during these experiments were
far from the ideal conditions that were present on the
day when the maneuverability and agility tests were
carried out. Specifically, the ocean was visually esti-
mated to be in sea state 3 (Faltinsen, 1990), which
is pretty rough for a small vessel such as the Kaas-
bøll USV. Also, the wind was blowing at around 35
 with gusts up to 65  during the experiments.
These conditions were certainly right to test the de-
veloped motion control system and explore its perfor-
mance and robustness.
In the particular experiment detailed here, the vir-

tual target started about 90  to the northeast of the
USV, moving due north in a straight line at a speed
of t = 3 . The USV started at rest with an ini-
tial heading of 145 . It was allowed a maximum
approach speed of amax = 1  with which to inter-
cept the target, i.e., allowed to move with a maximum
total speed of t + amax = 4   max. Also,
the USV was allowed a maximum approach yaw rate
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Figure 12: An illustration of the proposed motion control system capable of achieving high-speed target track-
ing for underactuated USVs. By replacing the guidance system components, other motion control
scenarios can also be handled.
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Figure 13: The USV is maneuvering onto an intercept
course with the target.

Figure 14: The USV has intercepted the target.

Figure 15: The distance to the target initially increases
until the USV begins to move in the tar-
get direction and then finally converges
smoothly to zero.

Figure 16: Top: The surge speed response of the Kaas-
bøll USV. Bottom: The yaw rate is seen to
remain within the bounds of amax.
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of amax = 0122  (equivalent to 7 ) with
which to align its velocity with the desired velocity.
Furthermore, the guidance system employed 4p̃ = 10
, the surge speed reference filter used  = 04  max
and p̃ = 10, the surge speed controller gains were
chosen as pũ = 05 and iũ = 005, while the yaw
rate controller employed p̃ = 05 and the same PI
gains as the surge speed controller.
Figure 13 shows the initial response of the USV as

it powers up from rest and starts homing in on the
target. The intercept approach appears natural and
smooth. Figure 14 shows the steady-state performance
of the USV after it has intercepted the target. The
time evolution of the off-target distance |p̃()| is shown
in Figure 15. As can be seen, the distance increases
in the beginning while the USV is turning to achieve
its intercept course. After about 30 seconds, the USV
has finished turning and the distance to the target de-
creases with 1  until intercept takes place after ap-
proximately 220 seconds. The top part of Figure 16
shows that the surge speed quickly achieves 4  and
then starts to track the reference speed with about 05
 accuracy, which is acceptable given the sea state
of the experiment. Also, the bottom part of Figure 16
shows that the yaw rate is kept within the limitation of
7  and tracks the reference well given the environ-
mental conditions. Furthermore, Figure 17 shows that
the commanded throttle and rudder are well within
their bounds, while Figure 18 shows how the target-
tracking response becomes less tight with a smaller
amax = 0087  (equivalent to 5 ). The
green lines of this figure represent the line-of-sight vec-
tor between the USV and its target, illustrating how
the application of constant bearing guidance leads to
stabilization of the LOS angle, and also why the ap-
proach sometimes is referred to as parallel navigation.
In sum, these results show that the USV motion control
system performs very well despite tough conditions.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

This paper has addressed the subject of straight-line
target tracking for unmanned surface vehicles (USVs).
Specifically, the work presented the design of a motion
control system that enables an underactuated USV to
track a target which moves in a straight line at high
speed. The motion control system includes a guid-
ance law originally developed for interceptor missiles,
as well as a new type of velocity control which is in-
spired by maneuverability and agility concepts found
in literature on fighter aircraft. In fact, several novel
concepts were introduced in the design, and its per-
formance was successfully illustrated through full-scale
target-tracking experiments in the Trondheimsfjord.

Figure 17: The commanded actuator inputs remain
well within their bounds.

Figure 18: An alternate intercept run with less tight
motion control.
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Figure 19: USV-assisted seabed mapping entails faster and cheaper operations since the capacity of the main
survey vessel is augmented by that of a fleet of USVs. Courtesy of Maritime Robotics.

This work represents a first step toward the devel-
opment of new motion control systems that take ad-
vantage of the maneuvering abilities of small and high-
powered USVs.

Further work includes extending the current motion
control system to also handle circular target motion,
which involves performing additional maneuverability
and agility tests to find the maneuver map between the
rudder input and the yaw rate output for feedforward
use in the yaw rate controller. Such an enhanced mo-
tion control system can for instance be used to achieve
formation control with a group of underactuated USVs
tracking the motion of a manned leader vessel which
has a specific geometric formation pattern associated
with it, see Figure 19.
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